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This book is part of a series. It contains love between two men, harsh language and

violence.Finding out that he is adopted is a shock to Travis Rhoades, and he isn't happy that his

father hasn't been honest with him. Discovering that he is a demigod, the son of an actual Olympian

god? Well, butter his butt and call him a biscuit. Now, he's full-on pissed off.Werewolf-vampire

hybrid Lucian Tenebris has had up to his eyeballs with his charge's childish and annoying antics.

Travis Rhoades refuses to embrace his destiny like his other Olympian friends have. As his

bodyguard, Lucian irritates the young man just by breathing. All Travis wants is to live a normal life.

Yeah, and the people in hell want ice water.A brain injury at the hands of the vicious Titans grants

Travis' wish - nothing supernatural can help him. As he manages to recover, he can't remember

anything about his previous life. But that tall, dark and brooding bodyguard sure has his blood

pumping. Trusting again and making love work is a tough road. Does Travis Rhoades have what it

takes to find the real him?
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I have been a fan of Sandrine's since her first book. I buy her books every time. A few in the

Olympian series left me disappointed, but not this one. It is interesting how Travis has 2 sides that

finally merge without him having multiple personalities. Lucian is similar to his brothers, but he has a

better sense of humor. I like that Zack and Brock are in it as they give humor when needed. I cried

for the first time in about 3 books which is a hallmark of how good of a writer Sandrine is. Spoiler

alert:The fact that Travis knew Lucian was his, but that Lucian did not recognize his mate on sight

was a shock to me. I love that each Olympian has their own unique problems.

she's done it again! since page one we follow the Olympians along with their guards on a adventure.

this one is about sexy hybrid lucian and angry resentful travis. alot of love, anger and forgiveness

happen along with the fight of good versus evil. am happy that we got plenty of the others but it

didn't take from the main characters. i can't wait for the next couple to be revealed and for the

adventures to keep going forward. i highly recommend this series to all my

friendsÃƒÂ°Ã‚Å¸Ã‚ËœÃ‚Å 

Well written book, I didn't notice any grammar or punctuation errors. In the first part of the book I

thought Travis was a whiny little B***h! He really got on my nerves. He came across as a teenager

more than a college student. I wanted to slap him several times myself and was surprised Lucian

didn't. I liked the spell that Cronus placed on Travis and the surprise guests from another series. I

would've liked the book to be longer in the second half but still a great read.

If you have ever had go to place for a consistent good time-this series delivers. Each story is a full

view of the character, the people he's involved with, the relationships that have developed and the

impact the person has on others. How Sandrine Gasq-Dion keeps coming up with the plot twists

and turns is amazing. The authors literary yoga is both enjoyable and confounding as this series

builds and builds.

This is a fun exciting hot action packed story with demigods, gods, werewolves and warlock vampire

hybrids. Travis is so unhappy because he is not accepting of who he really is. He is running his

guardian Lucien crazy with his funky attitude. Sometimes you get what you ask for just not the way

you wanted. This is a entertaining and interesting way to spend some time. Enjoy I did.



I'm a huge fan and even though I am, it deserve those five stars rating! Lucian And Travis story is

one I have been waiting for and do not disappoint! Travis is the son of Ares and for a very long time

he does not want anything to do with it. In other words he rather be "normal" then a Olympians son.

He has been angry, annoying, difficult and problematic not only with his friends but also with his

guardian. Lucian it's a werewolf/vampire hybrid and a warlock Who is a little bit annoyed of Travis

attitude and reluctance about using his powers and for getting in so much trouble. That's until

something unexpectedly happens and everything changes! If you want to know just grab your copy

and read it. If you haven't started the series, what are you waiting for! Happy reading!

Travis and Lucian's story is so not an easy one. This book is definitely recommended as part of the

series. Have you ever wanted to screw someone and hate them simultaneously? Lucian wipes his

own memory to better guard Travis and Cronus wipes Travis'. The road back and coming into a

relationship; EXPLOSIVE!!! I love this book.

Someone asked us to pick our favorite book by Sandrine Gasq-Dion. That kinda threw me see, my

favorite book by her is the one I'm reading at the moment! I love The Hard Rhoads. The relationship

between these two is at times heartbreaking and at the same time endearingly fun. They complete

each other, and by doing so make everything better. Not just themselves but all their relationships.
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